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            A place of dialogue
        

            The exclusive seminar and conference center surrounded by nature












With great attention to detail, day after day.

For almost 50 years, the Wolfsberg team has been committed to providing our guests with an unforgettable stay.
 This requires a lot of care, sensitivity and attention to detail. Learn more about the diverse tasks of our employees at the front and behind the scenes.













Tradition meets modernity




Wolfsberg is a place of dialogue: The historic buildings harmoniously interact with the modern seminar and conference center. The historically significant estate and the idyllic location make Wolfsberg a unique place that encourages discourse and dialogue.




See our conference center















Hotel



Modern and minimalist or historic and exceptional: Wolfsberg offers 122 spacious and comfortable rooms at four-star level as well as five exclusive suites in the historic castle, which dates back to the 16th century.






                Find out moreabout the Wolfsberg Hotel













Gastronomy



Enjoy regional and international cuisine at the highest level – whether in the historic dining rooms or outdoors: Our first-class kitchen team completes your stay with culinary delights and leaves nothing to be desired.




                Find out moreabout our gastronomy













Activities




In addition to a perfect setting for seminars and conferences, Wolfsberg offers activities for teambuilding as well as relaxing moments in the wellness and fitness area. We would be happy to advise you regarding cultural or sporting activities.




                Find out moreabout the Spa & Wellness at Wolfsberg





























Sustainability is key




In addition to its minimalist architecture and close relationship to the surrounding nature, the new seminar and conference center is all about ecological sustainability: Minergie-P-Eco standard, solar power, geothermal energy and e-charging stations in the underground car park help protect the environment and allow us to meet our ecological goals every day.





                Find out moreabout our gastronomy



















From the 16th century until today



Since its construction by Wolf Walter von Gryffenberg in 1576, Wolfsberg can look back on a moving history. The use of the estate was as varied as its owners: From summer residence, luxury guesthouse, health resort or manor to today's UBS Center for Education and Dialogue – the connection between history and the present makes Wolfsberg unique.





                Find out moreabout our gastronomy





















This website uses cookies to make sure you get the best experience on our website. You can find more information under the Privacy Statement and our cookie notice. You are free to change your cookies' settings in the privacy settings.
Go to privacy settings
OK



You are now on the English website
Once you are done reading, you can return to the previous page by using your browser's back button.
Yes, understoodNo, let's go back
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        The products, services, information and/or materials contained within these web pages may not be available for residents of certain jurisdictions. Please consult the sales restrictions relating to the products or services in question for further information.
 
Copying, editing, modifying, distributing, sharing, linking or any other use (whether for commercial purposes or otherwise) of this material, other than personal viewing, without UBS's prior written permission is strictly prohibited.
 
© UBS 1998 - 2024. All rights reserved.
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